
The Kahoot helps to establish where the class is in terms of searching techniques. The
instructor responds to the needs identified in the Kahoot to further tailor the class to the needs
of each group. Highlighted answers are the answer we are looking for to help discern if a
concept needs to be explained more or not.

When playing this the instructor has a variety of snacks for the entire class but the winner gets
to select their snack first.

1. When researching any topic you should always only use scholarly resources
a. True
b. False

2. If the library doesn't have an article you…
a. Have to buy it
b. Request through Interlibrary Loan (ILL)
c. Ask a friend if their library has it
d. Go without

3. When searching Google or Google Scholar the results that come to the top are the most
clicked/popular

a. True
b. False

4. When I want to guarantee that 2 or more separate elements are included in a search I
use:

a. OR
b. NOT
c. AND
d. *

5. What looks most like how that search should look?
a. Thistle AND infection
b. Thistle and thokahu and infection
c. Thistle AND infection
d. Thistle AND thokahu AND infection

6. What would I use if I wanted to include various ways of phrasing a term and wanted all
options to be found in a search?

a. Thistle AND thokahu
b. Thistle OR thokahu
c. Thistle and thokahu
d. Thistle or thokahu

i. Note: Discuss that while some resources do work with lowercase Boolean
not all do so it is a good rule of thumb to always use to take guesswork
out.

7. How should I combine these elements for the most efficient search?
a. Thistle AND thokahu AND infection
b. (thistle OR thokahu) AND infection
c. Thistle OR thokahu AND infection



d. Thistle OR thokahu OR infection
8. Bonus! This type of searching is called…

a. Boolean
b. Broean
c. Boring
d. Boolean


